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This paper describes a research project that is a critique of a building for which the 
outcome is not a conventionally written paper but is a unique short video film entitled 
Frameworks: Seymour House; the word Frameworks refers to the series title, and 
Seymour House is the house under discussion.  The video critically analyses the 
building through published material, live interview, visual observation, architectural 
drawings and computer animation.  Furthermore, it lifts architectural criticism from a 
text based media, using animation to explore aspects of the design not readily seen 
when visiting the building or viewable through photographs.  As such it became a 
means of critiquing architectural criticism and publication by widening understanding 
through the use of other media.   
 
Introduction 
The project emerged from a growing awareness of televisual equipment’s ability to 
capture other and different aspects of a building than is available through more 
common text based media.  This is particularly relevant where geographical location 
is an impediment to visiting the building.  Furthermore, we speculated that many of 
the uncluttered controlled images presented in architectural journals differed to the 
actual experience of visiting or examining the building, and suggest that another 
media should be explored.  The project took clues from the success of the British TV 
programme Building Sights and more recently Building Sights: Europe, that appealed 
to an informed late-night ‘arts’ audience.  In this weekly ten minute programme, a 
building is individually discussed by a critic, architect, writer or artist, focussing on 
how and why they regard it as noteworthy.  Generally each building is framed 
through on site commentary by the reviewer, utilizing live action camera work.   
 
Local programs such as New Zealand’s Open Home, a popular ‘prime-time’ 
screening, that offers glimpses into some ‘architect designed’ domestic architecture 
are also examined.  In this series several homes are shown and discussed by the 
presenter, often with the client and/or architect.  Though they tend to offer 
fragmentary images, they nevertheless convey a sense of the house and its 
possibility for inhabitation.  Having realized that these ‘shelter’ programs have 
different target audiences care was taken not to judge one above the other, but to 
recognise their individual worth.  Therefore this research draws from all programs, 
analysing content and style, whilst declaring our target audience to be informed, 
tertiary level students studying Architecture and Interior Design.  Though the product 
is primarily a teaching aid, and may have some commercial potential, the project did 
strive for broadcast quality. 
 
My role as the primary researcher is to devise the research, securing funding, 
researching and writing, and supervising the work - even in film designing the overall 
structure required scripting and editing text.1 My research colleague Mike Donn 
provided invaluable advice on the animations and assisted in securing funding.  It 
was anticipated that the work would result in new cross-disciplinary material for 
teaching, to be used in the following courses; ITDN 371 Interior Design Theory and 
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Criticism (BDes Interior Design); BBSC 303 Computer Applications (BBSc); and 
ARCH 303 Computer Applications (BArch). 
 
Project Description 
After some initial investigation the Seymour House, designed by Christopher Kelly of 
Architecture Workshop, is chosen for both its architectural integrity and previous 
recognition through a NZIA Regional Award.2 Following early informal discussion, 
video interviews are conducted with Christopher Kelly on the design of the house, 
and with John and Liz Seymour on the clients brief and their response to the design.  
This revealed a number of issues pertinent to the design, reflecting both the design 
process and the final outcome.  From this information and from background literature 
and drawing analyses, the initial outline/storyboard for the film developed.   
 
Although the design contains numerous ideas and concepts, it was thought to be 
more beneficial to limit the discussion and coherently explain a few concepts in 
depth, whilst using the medium to effect a critique on the limitations of publishing in a 
2D text based format.  Inasmuch as the building has been reviewed by Architecture 
New Zealand (a text based journal) in an article that contained both reviewer’s 
criticism and architect’s statement.3 This article attempts to capture the building 
through writing, still images and architect’s drawings, however it lacks the spatial 
presence that is offered through film and animation. 
 
For the video three basic concepts were discussed; landscape, construction and 
inhabitation.  The first concept landscape is discussed in relation to the building 
having a ‘primary base’, a solid enclosed lower floor that is seen as being indistinct 
from the landscape.  This primary base reflects heavy load-bearing European 
construction, providing an eroded cave-like structure, as opposed to the upper level 
lightweight Pacific frame, an open tent-like structure.  The second concept 
construction, is discussed through design clarity and rationality of construction, both 
ideas coming from Kelly’s overseas experience with the Renzo Piano Building 
Workshop and a personal desire to challenge the manner in which ‘developer homes’ 
hide material and construction processes.  The last concept inhabitation involves an 
understanding that the building can be a neutral framework for occupation, ensuring 
the occupants’ lifestyle is not dominated by the architecture.  Moreover, these 
attitudes to design provide the context for understanding the architect’s notion of 
creating timeless architecture.   
 
Whilst much of the architectural discussion is made through conventional interview 
and narration, the video also includes two animation sequences that illustrate 
aspects of landscape and construction.4 They allow the architecture to be 
understood and critiqued in ways not possible with normal text and pictures.  They 
move the film from the ordinary to the exceptional.  That is, beyond narration and 
visual images to revealing deeper insights into the concepts and poetic metaphors 
discussed in the interviews.  The inclusion of this material is a significant departure 
from our original inspiration – the Buildin
 
Video footage is shot on site, but without the aid of a ‘steadycam’ it is impossible to 
provide a walk-through of the interior, therefore the majority of spaces are revealed in 
either slowly panned camera work or fixed frame images.  A caption camera was 
used to record architectural drawings and images to further illustrate design 
references, design process and spatial qualities.  These include the architect’s own 
drawings and models, as well as other architectural precedents from New Zealand 
and overseas such as the Casa Malaparte5  and the Villa Almerico Capra (La 
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Whilst both architect and client present their understanding of the building, our 
independent criticism is also undertaken and included in the video.  This includes 
commentary on the effectiveness of the design realisation in relation to design 
intention, and role of the grid as an ordering device.  Furthermore the media offered a 
critique of traditional means of architectural publication. 
 
To draw the research together for the video, a script was produced that became the 
basis for a voice-over narration, rather than the use of a ‘live personality’.  This was a 
departure from both precedent programs.  The narration was provided by Hugo 
Manson, a former broadcaster currently with the Oral History Department at the 
National Library of New Zealand, whose fine tuning of the script and classic 
enunciation assisted a desire for a professional production. 
 
Teaching Application 
Testing of the effectiveness of the video as a teaching aid is undertaken in a number 
of areas.  Firstly it is used as a catalyst to engage debate on architectural 
commentary, criticism and critique as part of ITDN 371 Interior Design Theory and 
Criticism.  Here, students are encouraged to critically ‘read’ and interpret a given 
building from researched articles, constructing an essay that discloses some aspect 
of the interior.  The intention is to draw out aspects of design and making that are not 
readily demonstrated through conventional journal text, and use this information as 
the basis/aid for other students developing computer animations of the same 
buildings.  These animations are generated in Computer Applications courses, a 
second major area of use for the video.  
 
There are currently two courses in Computer Applications in the School of 
Architecture (both taught by Mike Donn), attracting students from the BDes Interior 
Design, Batchelor of Architecture and Batchelor of Building Science.  This year 
BBSC 303 Computer Applications students have generated models for next year’s 
ARCH 303 Computer Applications class to use for creating animations.  I anticipate 
that these students will draw upon the theoretical ‘readings’ in the essays prepared 
by students in ITDN 371 Interior Design Theory and Criticism to assist their 
animations, and thereby further demonstrate and strengthen pedagogical links. 
 
What becomes apparent is that the animations are not simply fly-troughs’, resulting 
from programming ability, but use the computer to further illustrate an aspect of the 
design.  In some sense this could be to electronically manipulate existing images, or 
generate new ones.   Further videos should offer ‘other’ interpretations of the building 
through considered critical analyses in conjunction with the animation.  I anticipate 
further videos resulting from this research. 
 
Project Evaluation 
Whilst the video is a handy medium for revealing some aspects of a building and is a 
useful teaching we recognised that it is not intended to supersede printed or other 
electronic formats.  Our post-production review, including teaching-use feedback, 
suggests a number of minor changes could be made if we are to go further and 
publish the video to a wider audience.  These include more careful and varied 
precedent images, a more balanced inclusion of both clients’ comments, better 
control of sound quality (with more advanced equipment and precision during 
editing), and the inclusion of motion camera shots of the interior.   
 
Project Details 
Title:    Frameworks: Seymour House 
Produced by:   Mark Taylor 
Directed by:   Peter Mitchell 
Richard Stanton 
Narrated by:   Hugo Manson 
Technical assistance:  Kevin Cook 
Peter Wood 
Peter Ramutenas 
Animation advice:  Mike Donn 
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